Accessing Assigned Lessons
Your professor may assign Academic Writer quick guides and tutorials. Here’s how to access them.

You can learn about APA Style and the academic research and writing process using interactive lessons in the Learning Center.

Navigating Quick Guides and Tutorials
If your instructor has assigned quick guides or tutorials, make sure you use the link in your course to access the activity.

Click “Start Learning” to start the lesson to make sure your grade is captured.
The Overview section will outline the lesson content and the clickable sections measure your progress on the left-hand side. The indicator to the left of the section title shows where you are in the lesson. Some sections will include knowledge checks. Knowledge checks will let you know if you answer correctly but you’ll have multiple chances to answer correctly if you don’t get it right the first time. These knowledge checks come in different formats such as multiple choice, select all that apply, and matching.

IMPORTANT
Your progress is tracked by browser session. If you need to leave in the middle of a lesson, you will need to go through that content again when you return.

If you have questions about your assignment or due dates, please contact your professor or instructor.

Contact Us

APA Customer Engagement provides training and support for Academic Writer and other products from APA Publishing.

Academic Writer Customer Engagement
academicwriter@apa.org
800-374-2722 or 202-336-5650
TDD/TTY 202-336-6123